Botany Bay Hash House Harriers
Convict Trash

Run:
Date:
Hare:
Location:

1531
11th. January 2016
Holeproof
Gymea Bay

Hareline
Run
no.
1532
1533
1534

1535
1536
1538
1539
1540
1541
1542

Date

Hare

Run details

On In

18/1/16
25/1/16

Slops
Grewsome

Coffee shop above the tavern
Same

1/2/16

Winning Streak

8/2/16

Snickers

15/2/16
29/2/16
7/3/16
14/3/16
21/3/16
28/3/16

Jungle Jane
Tickle
Pig
Saint
Goon
Cold Duck

Kogarah Tavern
23 Kiwong Street, Yowie Bay
St. George Tavern Cnr Princes
Highway & Bay Street
Rockdale
Croydon Street car park
Cronulla
La Perouse
TBA
TBA but probably the Sty
TBA
Bardwell Park
TBA

Same

Il Gusto Gerrale Street Cronull
Same

All Summer Runs are now filled.

B2H3 Convict Trash
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Run 1531
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Circle Report
Hannibal suggested Gymea Bay was founded in 1788 – must’ve been when Governor
Artie Phillip became lost & entered Port Hacking instead of Sydney Harbour - & was
named Jewel of the Shire. I think Holeproof was a resident at the time after absconding
from her position as the cabin entertainment for Captain Cook in 1770. She was known
by the natives of the area as Gymea Lily. It’s now considered the cultural hot spot of
Sydney with the Vinyl Room catering for those of a more mature entertainment attitude,
i.e. bonking in the adjacent car park.

Run Report
Merkin offered his incredible oratory talent as the Run Reporter, which allowed him
another free beer, mentioning, as a slightly younger chap, he attended the local Early
Childhood Centre. We all stood there gobsmacked – he actually had some schooling!! He
also mentioned the bush around the local baths where Sir Les took him as a young child
with the promise of a bag of boiled lollies. Then he talked about there being lots of ups &
downs (don’t know if that was with the aforementioned or the run) & steps & hills.
Accordingly & because it brought back many happy memories for him, he gave the run
9.25 out of 10.

Visitors: - None
Athletes: - None
Birthdays: - None
New Shoes: - Joker who resisted the christening by attending the circle in his sandals
& the offer to drink out of other much older & dirtier boots but he will be remembered for
future reference by the RA, who has excellent skills in that area.

Prickette and Prick nominations
Grenade was nominated by Dirty Weekend for driving around the streets whilst everyone
else was running or something.
Taxing was nominated by Jungle Jane for, when invited to the former’s abode & feeling
hungry, was told to help herself to whatever was in the fridge. Unfortunately when opening
said fridge it was found to be empty except for some white powder, which she declined
because she had to drive that night.
Sniffer was nominated by Cold Duck for sending him deaf on the run.
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Spinifex was nominated by Merkin for buying sex toys in China which I don’t think would
have been very satisfying for her because they’re only very small toys about the size of your
little finger &, I think, she’d have more fun with her little finger anyway Anyway – oh shit.
Doc was nominated by Blondie for tripping over a small bump in the road near home before
the run last week & kissing the pavement with various parts of his head, thereby precluding
her from experiencing Dundee’s magnificent road bash last week.
Stopcock was nominated by Taxing when she asked was that Blondie up ahead he
answered no because she wasn’t black enough. I think he was also nominated by someone
else for something else but I’ve forgotten.
Merkin was nominated by Rex for suggesting she was always on holidays or something.

Pricks – Taxing & Stopcock

Dates for your Diary
Date
6Th. February 2016

Event
Red Dress Run

Details

20th Feb. 2016

B2H3 Annual Pub Crawl

Dunno yet

26th. February 2016

Cabaret @ Norths

See flyer

30th. July 2016

Christmas in July

Port Stephens

15th. October 2016

AGPU

Bundanoon

19/2/17 to 26/2/17

Nash Hash- Ballarat, VIC

www.goldrushnashhash.com.au

See Flyer
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B2H3 Committee:
Title
Grand Master

Hash name

AKA

Telephone

E-mail

Goon

Rod Eckels

0416 812 054

rod@slekce.com

Grand Mattress

Goldmark

Deborah Griffin

0410 341 562

deborahgriffin58@hotmail.com

Religious Advisor

Hannibal Lector

Paul Henderson

0418 653 964

Paulhenderson1812@gmail.com

Trail Master

Queen Rodent

Jon Wilks

0408 962 428

Hash Scribe

Dundee

John Coubrough

0413 833 319

johnacoubrough@gmail.com

Hash Cash

Moa Goa

Marilyn Harvey

0414 285 942

marilyn_harvey@hotmail.com

Bucket Master

Cold Duck

Brian East

0414 458 790

brianeast@optusnet.com.au

Hash Rags

Bowerbird

Elaine Bowers

9521 4157

Bowerbird @hotmail.com

Snickers’ Serious Scientific Summations
Equipped with the knowledge of the last great ice age, which allowed the
Chinese to emigrate from China to Australia – a third of the northern
hemisphere was covered in a kilometre of ice & the gulf stream had stopped
flowing, freezing the oceans, thereby allowing the Chinese to traverse
southwards using land mass only (exposure to the sun over long periods
turned their skin black but their colour breeds out after continual bonking
with Caucasians) Snickers decided to investigate the origins of all species
which inhabit Antarctica.
Of particular interest is the fairy penguin congregation of which a certain
variety entitled the Oxford Street push, were considered early inhabitants to
Australia about the same time as the Chinese migration. Unfortunately, due
to their lack of female genitalia, they bred out quite quickly, leaving their
mark on the highly superstitious immigrants, many of whom continued the
homophobic policies, which continue to this day.
Much of his findings are too explosive to be exposed to the general public at
this stage but he has promised to release certain aspects of his mission in
future reports in this medium, so keep reading.
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Once again Thirsty are rallying the hashers of Sydney to raise money for a worthy charity.
Saturday 6th. February
Old Fitzroy Hotel, 129 Dowling St, Woolloomooloo Registration from 1pm Circle up 2pm
All hashers welcome! If you have a newsletter please add the Red Dress Run Hit the streets
to raise money for the Wayside Chapel. Wayside has been assisting people on the Streets of
Kings Cross for over 50 years. Under the banner of love over hate, The Wayside Chapel
creates a community where there is no ‘us and them’ by breaking down the barriers of
judgement and providing a safe place where people from all walks of life are welcome just
to ‘be’. So release your inner Lady In Red and help us collect funds for the great work that
Wayside does.
1. Find yourself a red dress, skirt and top, sarong and T-shirt, anything red is great!
2. Come to the Old Fitzroy Hotel and register between 1pm and 2pm. The cost is $15, that's
$8 bucket fee and a $7 donation to Wayside.
3. Circle up outside the Old Fitz at 2pm. You'll be given instructions and advice, collection
buckets will be distributed (if you don't want to carry a bucket, that's OK, just hang around
and let others collect). We will be set off by a representative from Wayside.
4. Make a spectacle in the Streets of Sydney, running with a bunch of happy people all in
Red dresses.
5. Finish up at Daffodil Park, (on the Southern side of the railway line on Dowling street
from the Old Fitz) for the Bucket and circle.
6. On Inn will be at the Old Fitz.
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